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Why is my minecraft server not loading

This topic was marked Closed webrosc. I sorted the list most likely appropriate for the info you gave me. (Which is not a lot to work with, assuming that Minecraft version is 100% legal and you're the only one who uses the account.) The first option is to see if the ports are correctly filled in after the IP address. The correct syntax is 100.100.100.1:8080: ip 100.100.100.1 and port
8080. Instead of the dot, note : If it does not solve the problem, the next thing to try to find a server that does not use the version, download that version (1.5.2 is very stable) and then try and connect to it. (Don't open any player world, not even the single-player world selection screen.) If it works, it's a version problem: try to upgrade or go back to one that works. If that doesn't help,
try debating the .minecraft folder. Be sure to back up the folder and Minecraft is closed first. Mac: &lt;user&gt;/Library/Application Support/minecraft Windows: Press Windows+R, type %appdata&amp; and press Enter. Then look for .minecraft. Many people use this technique without similar problems: e.g. Internet connection, so the booter could not download the folder again. This
is also the folder were world rescue and repository-packs are stored so again, back it up first. Then reopen the launcher, let it download the files and make sure it works. If this is not the case it may be that the servers are too difficult to run on your computer. What might help is to set the render distance to a lower number, such as number 2, set render mode to fast, and turn on
vsync. You may also have more RAM available in Minecraft to run faster. You can do this in the profile editor under Java settings (advanced). In the JVM arguments, you'll see that you can specify the amount of RAM you want to run Minecraft on. In this field fill in: -Xmx2048M -Xms2048M 2GB ram -Xmx4096M -Xms4096M to 4GB RAM If you want to add more, add 1024 to the
numbers for an extra gigabyte. Example: 4096 (4GB) + 1024 = 5120 (5GB) (Keep in mind that other programs can still be run without Minecraft consuming all the RAM to cause problems.) Finally there might be a firewall issue... which would be weird, because then Minecraft would say. Try taking off the firewall, then log on to the server, and then turn on the firewall again. If they
throw you out, you know what the problem is. If so, you can ether tweak your firewall settings or disable it for good (make sure you know what you're doing here) If it doesn't help you try to create a LAN world on another PC and try logging in there (make sure you're connected lan of course). If this does not work, there may be a way of connecting to the Internet, which does not
allow you to go other games as well. Do you play other online games that are not MMORG (MMORG's have a server just certified)? A good game to test this Trackmania Nations Forever because it is free on Steam and in the same way procesing &lt;/user&gt; &lt;/user&gt; If this gives you the same problem, contact your isp. How to troubleshoot minecraft server minecraft,
although it has been out of beta testing for a long time, can still be bugs at times. If you combine it with an external server wrapper like CraftBukkit, Tekkit and third-party plugins, most will eventually run into problems such as crashes, lag, errors and faulty plugins at some point. Server problems are usually inevitable on most Minecraft servers and the more plugins and the bigger
the world, the more likely they are to have these problems. This guide describes the basics of server troubleshooting in detail so that you can narrow it down to the root of the problem. One of the points we (GGServers) want to make is that the server crashes and [most] causes the lag has nothing to do with hosting themselves (this applies to any hosting company). Each host
runs the Minecraft/External Minecraft server software (which is a .jar file) via Java, which is cross-platform (Windows, Mac &amp; Linux compatible). This allows all servers to run in the same way as on one operating system as on another. Thanks to this, it's not the host that's actually starting/running the server, it's the Minecraft/External Minecraft server software that runs through
Java that brains everything, the only time a crash is an issue on the receiving side is if the actual physical hardware goes wrong or if the operating system crashes. All other crashes are directly caused by Minecraft/External Minecraft server software and plug-ins. We also want to understand that host companies can't solve all minecraft related problems for you as we don't program
the game, CraftBukkit, Tekkit or plugin use – we can only give you the best effort in debugging the problems using our experience. User error is also, which is difficult for the host to fix, as it has not configured the server and does not even install the plugin (except if you ordered the Plugin and Modpack Support addon), so you always want to get more detailed information on how
the problem started if you need help with these types of questions / problems. However, some problems may not be able to be solved WITHOUT doing a whole reset/roll back. This unfortunately is the nature of the Minecraft game itself and based on the plugin. Step one for all server issues: The first thing you, the server owner, must do is check any server problem with the
console or server.log file (via FTP or built-in file viewer). The console is a real-time version of the server.log file (a txt-based file), but the server.log file has a longer history, as it has all the console log output that has ever been included, while the console display is limited to the last of several lines. Many messages seem unusual or cryptic on the console/server.log, but you can
usually find the which contain the names of the extensions associated with the error. Include. messages are overset by a label similar to or similar to the following. Some errors will tell you exactly what the problem is, which makes it easier for you, the server owner, to solve the problem. Although in some cases the .log file size will be in gigabytes (1000MB+), making it impossible
to open. In general, if the .log file is larger than 1 GB, this is due to chunk errors. Tip: Deleting the server.log file (without running the server) makes startup and shutdown errors much shorter/ cleaner and easier. It would be fun to have to download and open a 100 MB log file each time, you can rename it to a different name (for example: server.logOLD1) if you want to keep it. Once
you are able to figure out the plugin(s) that are causing the problem, the next step is to make sure that all plugins are installed up-to-date (including Minecraft/External Minecraft server JAR using the update button in the Multi-craft panel). It should clean up most, by all plugins related to errors, but if you are still getting errors after updating your plugin, then they can be related to
other issues, which will require further testing. Removing the world as the source of the problem: Sometimes, the problem is something within the world as well. To test this, you will want to go into the multi-craft panel and change the level-name setting (default world) to something else (world2), then press the save button and then allow the server to restart automatically. It creates
a new world folder in the server directory called world2 (Or other names if you chose a different name) and becomes a smooth, automatically generated, no user-input world. Check the .log the file to see if the same errors are occuring. Note: Changing the level-name can interfere with how multi-world plugins work (you can also remove the world from what you just created in the
multi-world plugin (k) configuration file, otherwise the world will be created automatically again).) If this eliminates the problem on the server, it means that something in the world file is causing the problem. It can be, but not limited to: water, redstone, lava, large quanties of the mob, no removal of dropped items et cetera. You can also make sure the plugin is constantly throwing
errors at the server.log file or console. To change the world back to the old one, simply change your world name back to whatever it was before (capital letters and spaces matter, so type exactly the same as before). BASICS FOR SOLVING PLUGIN PROBLEMS: In most cases, plugin errors are due to incorrectly installed (for example, some add-ons require installing other
extensions during work) or are outdated. Always make sure that your Minecraft/External Minecraft server file jaa is updated to the latest recommended build (from the game panel) and that the installed support the same version of Minecraft server software. Differences in these differences type of server software can cause errors, lag, and crashes. In general, it is best not to
simply install a plugin that does not support the latest CraftBukkit. Add-ons can sometimes be updated frequently, so you always want to versions of add-ons. If the update does not remove the errors, there may be a problem with the configuration file. Some add-ons require things like the MySQL database (which GGServers can provide on request), and if you don't enter your
MySQL database login information, the plugin will throw in errors. Other issues with plugin configs can come from outdated config files used in the updated version of the plugin, so you need to remove the config file and then restart the server so the plugin automatically creates a new config file as well. Some add-ons also have data files that may become unusable, in some cases
data files can be manually edited to resolve the issue, but you may need to remove (or rename) the entire data folder for the extension to resolve the problem. Many of the errors that are written out of configurations are in .yml files (configuration file extensions .yml). These are a very, very unique format that you should follow no matter what. Failure to do so, and getting even just
a smallcapitalization error, makes the plugin and all related plugins useless. You can check the syntax of each .yml file using this site: PLUGINS can cause LAG: The following plugins are some (but not limited to) that can cause server lag: -Anti X-Ray (or any x-ray related plugin) -World Edit -NPC (too many NPC -Anti-cheat -Wrong version of anti-lag plugins -Out of date / bad
version of plugins usuallyIn the process of elimination: One of the best ways to test the server for errors to disable plugins in groups to start narrowing down the issue to a plugin while making the procces faster of course. It's simple, a good way to add this .disabled onto the plugin file name, (example) worldedit.jar.disabled. When it's time to re-enable the plugin(s), just remove the
.disabled plugin(s) and restart the server. What to do if the server does not start: There are a few reasons why the server does not start (at all), so we go through some here. 1. No more free disk space, check the profile page of the multi-craft to confirm that it may/may not have reached the limit. This is common when there is a backup plug-in that you don't track and creates
hundreds of backups, so it uses all the disk space. If you don't need anything, remove it. 2. You have pieces of bugs. Chunk errors are junk e-mail .log the server and the file, which makes up max out the disk space. Because the server.log file contains all gigabytes. You will want to delete the server.log file in this case and you may have to load a new world unfortunately. 3. The
Minecraft server JAR file damaged/unusable. You can upload the latest version with the update button in the multiple craft panels. 4. There is a plugin that stops / crashes the server at startup to record this, read above the Process of eliminating it to start using the server again. Types of LAG: There are different types of lag that can mean different things on the server. We move to
a couple: 1. Delayed block breakage, motion delay (you get slightly backwards after the time you walk a certain amount of time or distance, which is also known as rubber banding, and damage delay.) -- This type of delay usually occurs due to network lag (on the hosts or client side), lag in the customer's own internet connection, server runtime/performance issues that can
happen in the plugin/world (s), and external MySQL databases using the plugs. One way to determine whether the lag comes from the world / plugin using a plugin called LagMeter (or another similar plugin) and use the / lag command if you feel lag. If your TPS is close to 20, then the issue is related to other things. 2. You just can't (or barely) look around - framerate issue on the
client side. -- This kind of lag usually causes something wrong with the servers piece generation. It can also be caused by TNT explosions and damage to chunks caused by TNT. A new world may be needed if this kind of lag lasts longer than a few minutes or continues to occur after relogging to the server. This type of lag also comes out using ore obfuscation or anti-x-ray type
plugins. The only solution that would be to update the plugin or simply remove it. Many servers have also disabled TNT in the world together (not the best faction based servers). In conclusion: If you experience an error or delay on the server and can't determine using this article, feel free to open a ticket with our technical support team at . Please provide as detailed information as
possible about the situation and familiar with the troubleshooting procedures you have executed yourself so that the problem is resolved as quickly as possible. Without detailed information about the issue or troubleshooting that has already been done, our technical support team would start from the most basic troubleshooting procedures and repeat what you have already done.
Completed.
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